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Season 2, Episode 7
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Episode 16



While Cenk is about to donate blood, he changes his decision at the last moment and escapes from the hospital. Agah follows his son and questions why he escaped from the hospital. Cenk is now backed into a corner and for the first time he is faced with the magnitude of the shame he will feel towards his father when the truth comes out. While Cemre is shocked that Nedim was sent away from the mansion, she goes after where and why he was sent. Seher learned from Ceren that there would be a paternity test and went to Agah. While Agah cannot explain anything to Seher, he sends her away with the wolf he fell into. Agah announces that he sent Nedim to London. Before Cemre can get over the surprise of the news, she learns that Cenk has applied for divorce. Şeniz, on the other hand, is relieved, thinking that Agah has given up hope on Nedim's recovery. If he is away from all this, the uninvited guest that will come to Nedim will be Nedim's solution.
Quest roles:
Şenol Şahin(Senol)


Writer:
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Director:
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